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Proxima Vara
roxima vara is the variable version of Proxima Nova. It is a 
typeface idea I’ve been working on in various forms since 
1981. It was nothing more than rough sketches back then, 

but the concept for the lowercase was quite similar to how it even-
tually turned out. The caps came later. 
♦ In 1991, I was art director of Business 
Ethics magazine, where I was using Gill 
Sans. I liked it, but wished for some-
thing a bit plainer and more modern 
that still had a geometric feel. Such a 
face did not seem to exist. Starting from 
my 1981 idea, I began working on a new typeface to fill this void. I 
modeled it somewhat on American “gothic” faces. ▶ I wanted the 
general proportions and stroke contrast of Helvetica or Akzidenz 
Grotesk, but with construction and details borrowed variously from 
Futura, Kabel, the aTF gothics (Copperplate Gothic, News Gothic, 
Franklin Gothic, etc.) and the U.S. Federal Highway signage type-
face. The result was a hybrid; a face combining modern, even-
width proportions with a somewhat geometric appearance. ★ I 
released it through FontHaus in 1994 as Proxima Sans, a family 
of six fonts—Regular, Medium, and Black with matching italics. ● I 
had plans to do more weights, small caps, a condensed version, 
and other ideas. But between lackluster sales, becoming a new 
parent, and taking on a new full-time job, I found I didn’t have the 
time or energy to continue working on it for a while. ▶ By the early 

2000s, I started to get requests to 
expand the Proxima Sans family 
and Rolling Stone magazine chose 
it as part of its redesign in 2002. 
Encouraged by all this, I went back 
to work on a new Proxima Sans 

family even more ambitious than what I had originally planned. ♦ 
In 2005, I re-released it as Proxima Nova, a family of 42 fonts—
seven weights and three widths with matching italics. Built from 
the start with the OpenType format in mind, it featured advanced 
typographic features like small caps, different figure styles, frac-
tions, and alternate characters, enough to take on the most de-
manding typographic applications. ● Proxima Nova contained 
other improvements over the original. I reviewed and refined ev-
ery character. I rebuilt the italics from scratch. I redid the hinting 
for better on-screen display. The character set grew from 245 to 
699 characters (1432 with the latest version). I kept the special 
characters from the original, like the arrows and other dingbats. I 
scrapped and rebuilt the spacing and kerning. As in Proxima Sans, 
the italics have been optically adjusted to eliminate the distor-
tion caused by simply slanting the letters—true italics, not simple 
obliques. ▶ Since I first released Proxima Nova, I’ve continued to 
make improvements and enhancements, such as additional lan-
guage support, including Vietnamese, Cyrillic and Greek, and 
have added a new weight—Medium—bringing the total number of 
fonts in the family to 48. ★ Proxima Vara continues this evolution, 
adding OpenType Font Variations (OTVar). This new family puts 
all the styles and features of Proxima Nova in a single font file. 
The original styles exist as “named” styles (plus a new weight—
Extralight) which you can select from font menus. But in apps and 
web browsers that support variable fonts, you can select any ar-
bitrary weight, width, or slant using sliders or specifying values, 
giving Proxima Vara 5,000,000 possible styles. —Mark Simonson

Named Styles

Proxima Vara Thin
Proxima Vara Thin Italic
Proxima Vara Extralight

Proxima Vara Extralight Italic
Proxima Vara Light

Proxima Vara Light Italic
Proxima Vara Regular

Proxima Vara Regular Italic
Proxima Vara Medium

Proxima Vara Medium Italic
Proxima Vara Semibold

Proxima Vara Semibold Italic
Proxima Vara Bold

Proxima Vara Bold Italic
Proxima Vara Extrabold 

Proxima Vara Extrabold Italic
Proxima Vara Black

Proxima Vara Black Italic
Proxima Vara Condensed Thin

Proxima Vara Condensed Thin Italic
Proxima Vara Condensed Extralight

Proxima Vara Condensed Extralight Italic
Proxima Vara Condensed Light

Proxima Vara Condensed Light Italic
Proxima Vara Condensed Regular

Proxima Vara Condensed Regular Italic
Proxima Vara Condensed Medium

Proxima Vara Condensed Medium Italic
Proxima Vara Condensed Semibold

Proxima Vara Condensed Semibold Italic
Proxima Vara Condensed Bold

Proxima Vara Condensed Bold Italic
Proxima Vara Condensed Extrabold

Proxima Vara Condensed Extrabold Italic
Proxima Vara Condensed Black

Proxima Vara Condensed Black Italic
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Thin

Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Thin Italic
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Extralight

Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Extralight Italic
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Light

Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Light Italic
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Regular

Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Regular Italic
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Medium

Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Medium Italic
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Semibold

Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Semibold Italic
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Bold

Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Bold Italic
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Extrabold

Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Extrabold Italic
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Black

Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Black Italic

Features

case-sensiTive characTers

(x-ray) → (X-RAY) 

True small caps

True Small Caps
lining & old sTyle Figures

1234567890 $¢€£¥
1234567890 $£¢€£¥

proporTional  
and Tabular Figures

12345 → 12345
12345 → 12345

FracTion supporT

2/3, 1/8, 53/72... 
→ 2/3 1/8, 53/72...

ordinal supporT

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th... 
→ 1st, 2nd, 3rd 4th...

alTernaTe characTers

Gladly → Gladly 
01 → 01

ligaTures

ff fi ffi fl ffl fb fh fj ffj fk

dingbaTs

→←↑↓▶◀▲▼●★♦■☐☑✓⌘

exTended language supporT

ÐÞÝĀĈĐĘŊĠĦĬĶĽŐŞΣД...
ÐÞÝĀĈĐĘŊĠĦĬĶĽŐŞ...

ðþýāĉđęŋġħĭķľőşŧůσд...

exTended currency supporT

$¢€£¥ƒ₡₣₤₺₧₨₽₹
₫₦₩₪¤

proxima skeTch, c. 1981.

proxima sans, 1994.

proxima nova, 2005.

THE ST RY OF

Proxima Nova
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Proxima Vara Display Sample Summary (Named Styles)

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1

PROXIMA VARA EXTRA LIGHT

PROXIMA VARA THIN

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface o

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface o

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY
PROXIMA VARA LIGHT

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCUR

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCU

PROXIMA VARA REGULAR

PROXIMA VARA MEDIUM

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surfac
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCU
PROXIMA VARA SEMIBOLD

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surfac
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERC
PROXIMA VARA BOLD

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surfa
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MER
PROXIMA VARA EXTRABOLD

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surf
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MER
PROXIMA VARA BLACK

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the sur

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7.

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. EarTh 4. Mars 5. JupiTer 6. SaTurn

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Satur

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Satur

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Satu

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Sat

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Sa
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Proxima Vara Display Sample Summary (Named Styles)

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1

PROXIMA VARA THIN ITALIC

PROXIMA VARA THIN ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface o

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY
PROXIMA VARA LIGHT ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCUR

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCU

PROXIMA VARA REGULAR ITALIC

PROXIMA VARA MEDIUM ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surfac

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surfac
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCU
PROXIMA VARA SEMIBOLD ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surfa
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERC
PROXIMA VARA BOLD ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surfa
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MER
PROXIMA VARA EXTRABOLD ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the sur
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MER
PROXIMA VARA BLACK ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the su

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7.

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn. 7.

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Satur

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Satur

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Satu

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Sat
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Proxima Vara Display Sample Summary (Named Styles)

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1

PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED THIN

PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED THIN

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz q

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz qu

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER
PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED LIGHT

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANG

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RAN

PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED REGULAR

PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED MEDIUM

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Bu

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed B
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RA
PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED SEMIBOLD

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed B
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964
PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED BOLD

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 196
PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED EXTRABOLD

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vex
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 19
PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED BLACK

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Ve

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Ne

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Nep

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. N

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranu

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uran

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Ur

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. U
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Proxima Vara Display Sample Summary (Named Styles)

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1

PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED THIN ITALIC

PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED THIN ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz q

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGE
PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED LIGHT ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANG

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RAN

PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED REGULAR ITALIC

PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED MEDIUM ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Bu

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed B
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RA
PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED SEMIBOLD ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed B
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964
PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED BOLD ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 196
PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED EXTRABOLD ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vex
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1
PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED BLACK ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. V

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Ne

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Nep

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. N

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8.

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uran

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Ura

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. U
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Proxima Vara Display Sample Summary (Named Styles)

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 GEMINI 1966 VEN

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 GEMINI 1966 VENERA

PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED THIN

PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED THIN

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil ju

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 GEMINI 1966 V
PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED LIGHT

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched N
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 GEMINI 19

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 GEMINI

PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED REGULAR

PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED MEDIUM

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watche

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watc
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 GEM
PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED SEMIBOLD

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly wa
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 G
PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED BOLD

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 19
PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED EXTRABOLD

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz qui
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGE
PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED BLACK

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto‽ 1. Merc

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto‽ 1. Mercur

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto‽ 1. M

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto‽

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Plut

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. P

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptu

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. N
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Proxima Vara Display Sample Summary (Named Styles)

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 GEMINI 1966 VEN

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 GEMINI 1966 VENER

PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED EXTRALIGHT ITALIC

PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED THIN ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil w

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 GEMINI 1966 V
PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED LIGHT ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched N
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 GEMINI 19

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 GEMINI

PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED REGULAR ITALIC

PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED MEDIUM ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watche

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly wat
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 GEM
PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED SEMIBOLD ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly w
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 
PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED BOLD ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 19
PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED EXTRABOLD ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz qui
1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGE
PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED BLACK ITALIC

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto‽ 1. Me

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto‽ 1. Merc

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto‽ 1. M

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto‽

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Plu

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. P

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptu

1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Ne
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 
30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange sto 
ry by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desver 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA THIN

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 
30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 
30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA EXTRALIGHT

9/10 PROXIMA VARA LIGHT

a ball oF Fire said to have knocked out a 
30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad 
to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out 
a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA REGULAR

9/10 PROXIMA VARA MEDIUM

a ball of fire said to have knocked out 
a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squ 
ad to Florida. There it has been told a str 
ange story by ex-marine Scout Master 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA SEMIBOLD

a ball of fire said to have knocked out 
a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Sq 
uad to Florida. There it has been told a st 
range story by ex-marine Scout Master 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA BOLD

a ball of fire said to have knocked out 
a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent th 
e Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told 
a strange story by ex-marine Scout Mas 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA EXTRABOLD

a ball of fire said to have knocked ou 
t a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent t 
he Air Force Flying Saucer Investigati 
on Squad to Florida. There it has been t 
old a strange story by ex-marine Scout 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA BLACK

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-
old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Sau 
cer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. 
Desverges, who says he was going home with three 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED THIN

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-
old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Sau 
cer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. 
Desverges, who says he was going home with thre 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-
old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Sau 
cer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has 
been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Mas 
ter D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED EXTRALIGHT

9/10 PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED LIGHT

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-
old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it 
has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 
30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force 
Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-ma 
rine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED REGULAR

9/10 PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED MEDIUM

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 
30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force 
Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-ma  
rine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED SEMIBOLD

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 
30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange story 
by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED BOLD

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 
30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange story 
by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED EXTRABOLD

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 
30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Flori da. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des-

9/10 PROXIMA VARA CONDENSED BLACK

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master 
D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts 
when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED THIN

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Flori-
da. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Mas-
ter, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA EXTRA COND. EXTRALIGHT

9/10 PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED LIGHT

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout 
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was go-
ing home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout 
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED REGULAR

9/10 PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED MEDIUM

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Invest 
igation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who 
says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED SEMIBOLD

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer In 
vestigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverg 
es, who says he was going home with three scouts 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED BOLD

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer In 
vestigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des 
verges, who says he was going home with three sco 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED EXTRABOLD

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-
old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Sau 
cer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has be 
en told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master 
D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 

9/10 PROXIMA VARA EXTRA CONDENSED BLACK

Proxima Vara Text Sample Summary (Named Styles)
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LATIN CAPITALS

A B C D E F G G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  
 Á À Â Ä Ã Å Ā Ă Ą Ạ Ả Ấ Ậ Ầ Ẩ Ẫ Ắ Ằ Ẳ Ẵ Ặ Ǻ Æ Ǽ Ḃ Ç 
Ć Č Ĉ Ċ Ď Đ Ḋ É È Ê Ë Ē Ĕ Ę Ě Ẹ Ẻ Ẽ Ế Ệ Ề Ể Ễ Ḟ Ğ Ģ Ĝ Ġ 
Ǧ Ğ Ģ Ĝ ĠǦ  Ĥ Ħ Ḣ Í Ì Î Ï Ī Į Ĩ Ĭ Ỉ Ị IJ ÍJ Ĵ Ķ Ł Ĺ Ļ Ľ Ŀ Ñ Ń Ņ Ň Ŋ 
Ɲ Ó Ò Ô Õ Ø Ō Ő Ŏ Ǿ Ọ Ỏ Ố Ồ Ổ Ỗ Ộ Ớ Ờ Ở Ỡ Ợ Ǫ 
Œ Ṗ Ŕ Ŗ Ř Š Ś Ş Ș Ŝ Ṡ ẞ Ţ Ť Ŧ Ṫ Ú Ù Û Ü Ū Ů Ű Ų Ŭ Ũ Ụ 
Ủ Ứ Ừ Ử Ữ Ự   Ŵ Ẃ Ẁ Ẅ Ý Ÿ Ŷ Ỳ ȲỶỸỴ Ž Ź Ż Ð Þ
LATIN LOWERCASE

aa b c d e f g h i ı j k l l m n o p q r s ſ t u v w x y y z  
á à â ä ã å ā ă ą ạ ả ấ ầ ẩ ẫ ậ ắ ằ ẳ ẵ ặ ǻ æ ǽ á à â ä ã å ā ă 
ą ạ ả ấ ầ ẩ ẫ ậ ắ ằ ẳ ẵ ặ ǻ æ ǽ  ḃ ç ć č ĉ ċ ď đ ḋ é è ê ë ē 
ĕ ę ě ẹ ẻ ẽ ế ệ ề ể ễ ḟ ğ ģ ĝ ġ ǧ ħ ĥ ḣ í ì î ï ī į ĩ ĭ ỉ ịijíjȷ ĵ ķ ł ĺ ļ ľ ŀ ł ĺ ļ ľ ŀ 
ñ ń ņ ň ŉ ŋ ɲ ó ò ô ö õ ø ō ő ŏ ǿ ọ ỏ ố ồ ổ ỗ ộ ớ ờ ở ỡ ợ ǫ 
œ ṗ ŕ ŗ ř š ś ş ș ŝ ṡ ß ţ ť ŧ ṫ ú ù û ü ū ů ű ų ŭ ũ ụ ủ ứ ừ ử ữ ự ŵ ẃ 
ẁ ẅ ý ÿ ŷ ỳȳỷỹỵ ý ÿ  ŷ ỳ ȳỷỹỵž ź ż ð þ 
LOWERCASE LIGATURES

fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl
LATIN LOWERCASE SUPERIORS

abdehⁱlmⁿorst ªº
LATIN SMALL CAPS

a b c d e F g G h i j k l m n o p q r s T u v w x y z    
á à â ä ã å Ā ă ą Ạ Ả Ấ Ậ Ầ Ẩ Ẫ Ắ Ằ Ẳ Ẵ Ặ Ǻ æ Ǽ Ḃ ç ć č Ĉ ď 
Đ Ḋ é è ê ë Ē ĕ Ę Ě Ẹ Ẻ Ẽ Ế Ệ Ề Ể Ễ Ḟ ğ ģ Ĝ Ġ Ǧ ğ ģ Ĝ Ġ � Ħ Ḣ 
í ì î ï ī į ĩ Ĭ Ỉ Ị ijíjĴ  Ķ ł ĺ ļ Ľ ŀ ñ ń ņ ň Ŋ Ɲ ó ò ô ö õ ø ō Ő ŏ ǿ 
Ọ Ỏ Ố Ồ Ổ Ỗ Ộ Ớ Ờ  Ở Ỡ Ợ Ǫ œ Ṗ ŕ ŗ ř š ś Ş ș Ŝ Ṡ ẞ ţ ť ŧ Ṫ ú 
ù û ü ū ů ű ų Ŭ ũ Ụ Ủ Ứ Ừ Ử Ữ Ự ŵ Ẃ Ẁ Ẅ Ý ÿ ŷỲȳỷỹỵ 
ž ź ż Ð Þ
CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЦЧШ 
ЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ  Ф 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞ
ҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉ
ӋӍӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼ
ӾԐԒԜҌҎ

Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхцчшщъыь
эюя  вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩ
ҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟ
ӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ
ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω
άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FLOATING ACCENTS

ˆ ` ´ ˜ ¨ ˘   ̑ˇ ˙ ˚ ¯ ˝  ̏  ̉ ʻ ʼ ΄ ΅ ʹ ͵ ˛ ¸  ̦ ̣    ̮ ̱
PROPORTIONAL & TABULAR LINING FIGURES

112345678900 112345678900
PROPORTIONAL & TABULAR OLDSTYLE FIGURES

112345678900 112345678900
SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES

(-.,$¢1234567890)(-.,$¢1234567890)
FRACTIONS

1/2 1/3 2/3 1/4 3/4 1/8 3/8 5/8 7/8 1234567890/1234567890
CURRENCY (STANDARD AND OLDSTYLE)

$¢£€ƒ¥₡₣₤₺₦₧₨₹₽₩₫₪₴₸₼¤  
$¢£€ƒ¥₡
MATHEMATICAL OPERATORS

+−×÷=≈≠±<>≤≥¬|¦^~◊√∫µ∂∑∏πΩ∆
DASHES, DELIMITERS AND CONJOINERS (STANDARD AND CASE SENSITIVE)

_-–—·•-–—·• ()[]{} ()[]{}
PUNCTUATION (STANDARD, SMALL CAP, AND CASE SENSITIVE)

&&.,:;…!?‽¡¿⸘¡¿⸘!?‽¡¿⸘ '"‘’“”‚„‹›«» ‹›«» ′″
MISCELLANEOUS

#%‰ #%‰ ®©℗™ ℠@*†‡§¶ ° ℓ ℮ №
DINGBATS

←→↑↓▶◀▲▼■●★♦☐☑✓⌘

Proxima Vara Character Set
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languages supported
Afrikaans, Albanian, Asu, Azerbaijani, Basque, Belarusian, Bemba, Bena, Bosnian, 
Breton, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chechen, Chiga, Colognian, Cornish, Croatian, Czech, 
Danish, Dutch, Embu, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Filipino, Finnish, 
French, Friulian, Galician, Ganda, German, Greek, Gusii, Hungarian, Icelandic, Inari 
Sami, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Jola-Fonyi, Kabuverdianu, Kalaallisut, Kalenjin, 
Kamba, Kazakh, Kikuyu, Kinyarwanda, Koyra Chiini, Koyraboro Senni, Kyrgyz, 
Latvian, Lithuanian, Lower Sorbian, Luo, Luxembourgish, Luyia, Macedonian, 
Machame, Makhuwa-Meetto, Makonde, Malagasy, Malay, Maltese, Manx, Meru, 
Mongolian, Morisyen, North Ndebele, Northern Sami, Norwegian Bokmål, 
Norwegian Nynorsk, Nyankole, Oromo, Ossetic, Polish, Portuguese, Quechua, 
Romanian, Romansh, Rombo, Rundi, Russian, Rwa, Sakha, Samburu, Sango, 
Sangu, Scottish Gaelic, Sena, Serbian, Shambala, Shona, Slovak, Slovenian, Soga, 
Somali, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Swiss German, Taita, Tajik, Tasawaq, Teso, 
Turkish, Turkmen, Ukrainian, Upper Sorbian, Uzbek, Vietnamese, Vunjo, Walser, 
Welsh, Western Frisian, Zarma, Zulu 

noTe: Access to extended language features requires application and/or operating 
system Unicode or OpenType support.

opentype features supported
Small Caps from Lowercase, All Small Caps, Standard Ligatures, Stylistic 
Alternates, Stylistic Sets (00-09), Case-Sensitive Forms, Class-Based Kerning, 
Proportional Lining Figures, Tabular Lining Figures, Proportional Oldstyle Figures, 
Tabular Oldstyle Figures, Slashed Zero, Fractions, Ordinals, Superscript, Scientific 
Inferior, Mark to Base, and Mark to Mark, Font Variations.

noTe: Access to OpenType features requires application and/or 
operating system OpenType support.

alternate character access

There are ten Stylistic Sets, providing access to alternate 
characters in Proxima Vara. In applications that support it, the 
name of the Stylistic Set is displayed (e.g., “Schoolbook Style”):

Set Name Roman Italic

1 Schoolbook Style a l y → a l y l y → l y

2  Geometric Sans Style G a → G a G → G

3  Round G G → G G → G

4  One-story a a → a  a → a*

5 Two-story a  a → a* a → a

6 Curved l l → l l → l

7 Curved y y → y y → y

8 Primes from Straight Quotes ' " → ′ ″ ' " → ' "

9 Seriffed One 1 → 1 1 → 1

* no change

In programs that support Stylistic Sets, more than one Set may 
be applied at a time. For example, Stylistic Set 1 could be 
recreated by applying Sets 4, 6, and 7 all at once. 

Note that Stylistic Sets 4 and 5 affect roman and italic differ-
ently. If you prefer a two-story lowercase “a” in italic as well as 
roman, apply Set 5. The roman “a” will keep its normal two-story 
design because Set 5 has no effect on the roman. Similarly, if 
you prefer to have a one-story “a” in both roman and italic, 
apply Set 4 instead, which changes the roman but not the italic.

font variations

In apps and web browsers that support OpenType Font 
Variations (OTVar), you can specify arbitrary weight, width, or 
slant:

weighT: 100–900 (100 = Thin, 900 = Black) 

 
widTh: 50—100 (50 = Extra Condensed, 100 = normal width) 

 
slanT: 0—125 (0 = 0° upright, 125 = 12.5° italic) 

 
Any combination of these three characteristics may be speci-
fied, giving a total of 5,000,000 possible styles.

Note: The lowercase “a” changes to a one-story form (“a”) when 
the slant value exceeds 50 (5°). You can override this using the 
"Two-story a" stylistic set (Set 5). Similarly, if you have applied 
the "One-story a" stylistic set (Set 4), the lowercase “a” will 
remain one-story, regardless of slant value.

Variations are usually controlled with sliders in desktop apps. 
For web use, values can be specified using CSS (Cascading 
Style Sheets).

In addition to these variable characteristics, there are 54 named 
styles which may be selected from font menus. In apps that 
don’t yet have full support for arbitrary styles, you can still select 
any of these styles.

variable font support

While all current web browsers support variable fonts, as of this 
writing (October 2020), support is uneven and sometimes 
missing in desktop apps. Adobe Creative Cloud apps (Illustrator, 
InDesign, and Photoshop) mostly support it, but there are still 
some bugs (e.g., variation sliders in InDesign don't always work 
correctly). Apple iWork apps (Pages, Keynote, and Numbers) 
have some support (named styles), again, with some bugs. 
Microsoft Office apps (Word, Excel, and Powerpoint) have no 
support for variable fonts yet, not even named styles, although it 
has been promised for an upcoming version.

For the latest information on which apps and web browsers 
support variable fonts, go to https://v-fonts.com/support/ .

Proxima Vara Language Support, OpenType, & Variations Notes
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VOYAGER
Proxima Vara Thin

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON – 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, 1968
Aries Constellation
Gravitational Pull
RADIATION FIELD
Supernova

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Ura
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexe
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Proxima Vara Thin

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Sc 
out Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigati 
on Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was g  
oing home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in 
a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough 
for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet in diame 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-
old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Sau 
cer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been  
told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. 
Desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Goin 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out 
a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Sq 
uad to Florida. There it has been told a  
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master   
D.S. Desverges, who says he was going  

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. 
Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high 
in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rub 
ber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story 
by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was 
only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was go-
ing home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough 
for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like 
a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three 
minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from 
the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no 
sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in 

18 ON 20 POINT

6 ON 7 POINT

8 ON 9 POINT

10 ON 11 POINT

12 ON 13 POINT

14 ON 16 POINT
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Proxima Vara Thin

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺÆǼḂÇĆČĈ
ĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJ́ĴĶŁĹĻĽĿÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØ
ŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀ

ẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ
LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽáàâäãåāăą����â��
���ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣíìîïīįĩĭỉịijíj́jĵķłĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋɲóòôöõ
øōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữựŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵ

žźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍӐӒ
ӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ

Ԯ
CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE
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Proxima Vara Thin Italic

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS
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APOLLO LANDS ON MOON – 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, 1968
Aries Constellation
Gravitational Pull
RADIATION FIELD
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Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping
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1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 196
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Ur
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vex
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout 
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten 
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Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a 
half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story 
by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center 
and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a 
three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. 
It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 
about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges 
said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he 
added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and 
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COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS
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CYRILLIC CAPITALS
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in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. 
Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a 
half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investiga-
tion Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter 
and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and 
near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I 
awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been 
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Proxima Vara Light Italic
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a ball oF Fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Sc 
out Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investiga 
tion Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange sto 
ry by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes 
of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about 
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has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. 
Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a 
half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I 
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Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 

a ball oF Fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investiga 
tion Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter 
and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and 
near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I 
awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been 
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Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 
like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investiga 
tion Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says 
he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet 
in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was 
under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 
going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his 
face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges 
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ỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ
LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽáàâäãåāăą����â
�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩĭỉịijíj́jĵķłĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋɲ
óòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữựŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹ

ỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋ
ӍӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ

Ԯ
CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ

 ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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Proxima Vara Medium Italic

VOYAGER

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON: 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, ’68
Horsehead Nebula
Planetary Orbits
NEUTRON STAR
supernova

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumpin
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumpin

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 19
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. U
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Ve
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Proxima Vara Medium Italic

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investi 
gation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange st 
ory by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says 
he was going home with three scouts when he saw flash 
es of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an obj 
ect large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-
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ucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has b 
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er D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home 
with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. 
Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 
like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Inves 
tigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who 
says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet 
in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was 
under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 
going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his 
face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges 
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Proxima Vara Medium Italic

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺÆǼḂÇĆ
ČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴĶŁĹĻĽĿÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒ
ÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮ

ỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ
LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽáàâäãåāăą����
��������ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩ ĭỉịijíj́jĵ�łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŋɲó
òôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữựŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵ

ýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋ
ӍӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ

Ԯ
CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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Proxima Vara Semibold

VOYAGER

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON: 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, ’68
Horsehead Nebula
Planetary Orbit
NEUTRON STAR
Beta Lyrae

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumpin
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumpi

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. 
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. V
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Proxima Vara Semibold

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Sc 
out Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investi 
gation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who 
says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-ye 
ar-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying  
Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has 
been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Ma 
ster D.S. Desverges, who says he was going hom 
e with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 

a ball of fire said to have knocked 
out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has s 
ent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investi 
gation Squad to Florida. There it has  
been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who sa 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. 
Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an ob-
ject large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 
like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Inves 
tigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who 
says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty 
feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I 
was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a 
tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards 
his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Des-
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Proxima Vara Semibold

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺÆǼḂÇ
ĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJ́ĴĶŁĹĻĽĿÑŃŅŇŊƝ
ÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨ

ỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ
LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽáàâäãåāăą����
â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩĭỉịijíj́jĵķłĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋ
ɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữựŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳ

ỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋ
ӍӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ

Ԯ
CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 
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ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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ỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉ
ӋӍӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ

Ԯ
CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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Proxima Vara Extrabold

VOYAGER

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, ’68
Horsehead Nebula
Planetary Orbit
NEUTRON STAR
beta lyrae

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumpi
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jump

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCUR
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface.
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Proxima Vara Extrabold

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old S  
cout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Invest 
igation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a stran 
ge story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, wh 
wo says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he s 
aw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stan 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-  
year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Fl 
ying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. The 
re it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was  
going home with three scouts when he saw fla 

a ball of fire said to have knocked  
out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has   
sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Inv  
estigation Squad to Florida. There it   
has been told a strange story by ex-  
marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Mas 
ter, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi 
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet 
in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi 
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was 
under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer In 
vestigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, 
he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made 
a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which 
seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy 
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Proxima Vara Extrabold

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺÆǼ
ḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJ́ĴĶŁĹĻĽĿÑŃŅŇ
ŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤ

ỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ
LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽáàâäãåāăą���
�â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩĭỉịijíj́jĵķłĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņ
ňŉŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữựŵẃẁẅ

ýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉ
ӋӍӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ

Ԯ
CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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Proxima Vara Extrabold Italic

VOYAGER

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, ’68
Horsehead Nebula
Planetary Orbit
NEUTRON STAR
beta lyrae

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumpi
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jump

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCUR
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface.
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Proxima Vara Extrabold Italic

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old S  
cout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Invest 
igation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a stran 
ge story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, wh 
wo says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he s 
aw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stan 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-  
year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Fl 
ying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. The 
re it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was  
going home with three scouts when he saw fla 

a ball of fire said to have knocked  
out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has   
sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Inv  
estigation Squad to Florida. There it   
has been told a strange story by ex-  
marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Mas 
ter, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi-
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet 
in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi 
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was 
under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer In 
vestigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des-
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the 
ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot 
at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” 
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Proxima Vara Extrabold Italic

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺÆǼ
ḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴĶŁĹĻĽĿÑŃŅŇ
ŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤ

ỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ
LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽáàâäãåāăą��
����������ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩ ĭỉịijíj́jĵ�łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņ
ňŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữựŵẃẁẅýÿ

ŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉ
ӋӍӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ

Ԯ
CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈ Ή ΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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Proxima Vara Black

VOYAGER

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, ’68
Horsehead Nebula
Planetary Orbit
NEUTRON STAR
beta lyrae

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jump
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jum

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCU
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface.
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Proxima Vara Black

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer In 
vestigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desver  
ges, who says he was going home with three scouts  
when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to inve 
stigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eigh 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-ye 
ar-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Fly 
ing Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. The  
re it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was   
going home with three scouts when he saw 

a ball of fire said to have knocked  
out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has    
sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Inv  
estigation Squad to Florida. There i  
t has been told a strange story by ex  
marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Mas 
ter, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to inves 
tigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to 
stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thir-
ty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi 
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was 
about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 
like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I be 
lieve I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer 
Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des 
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the 
ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot 
at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” 
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Proxima Vara Black

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺÆ
ǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJ́ĴĶŁĹĻĽĿÑŃ
ŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬ

ŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ
LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽáàâäãåāăą��
��â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩĭỉịijíj́jĵķłĺļľŀłĺļľŀñń
ņňŉŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữựŵẃẁ

ẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇ
ӉӋӍӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ

Ԯ
CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛ
ӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ

ԯ
GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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Proxima Vara Black Italic

VOYAGER

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, ’68
Horsehead Nebula
Planetary Orbit
NEUTRON STAR
beta lyrae

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jump
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jum

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCU
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface.
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Proxima Vara Black Italic

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer In 
vestigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desver  
ges, who says he was going home with three scouts  
when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to inve 
stigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eigh 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-ye 
ar-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Fly 
ing Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. The  
re it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was   
going home with three scouts when he saw 

a ball of fire said to have knocked  
out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has    
sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Inv  
estigation Squad to Florida. There i  
t has been told a strange story by e 
x-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverg  

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout 
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad 
to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 
thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, taperi 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to inves 
tigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was 
about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 
like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I be 
lieve I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer 
Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des 
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from 
the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was 
shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of 
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Proxima Vara Black Italic

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺÆ
ǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴĶŁĹĻĽĿÑŃ
ŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬ

ŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ
LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽáàâäãåāăą�
�����������ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩ ĭỉịijíj́jĵ�łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñ
ńņňŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữựŵẃẁ

ẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇ
ӉӋӍӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ

Ԯ
CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈ Ή ΊΪΌΎΫ Ώ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER 12
Proxima Vara Condensed Thin

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON – JULY 20, 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, by Kubrick
Constellation of Hydrus
Planetary Revolution
INTERSTELLAR TREKS
Andromedea

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark th
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 L
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly
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Proxima Vara Condensed Thin

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has 
sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desver 
ges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw fla 
shes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large eno  
ugh for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the cent 
er and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout  
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squ 
ad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-m 
arine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going h 
ome with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a woo 
ood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-ye 
ar-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it h 
as been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going  
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of  

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer 
Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des 
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the 
ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot 
at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it 
has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near 
it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the ob-
ject a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff 
reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. 
When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts.

18 ON 20 POINT

6 ON 7 POINT

8 ON 9 POINT

10 ON 11 POINT

12 ON 13 POINT

14 ON 16 POINT
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Proxima Vara Condensed Thin

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJ́ĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą����â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣíìîïīįĩĭỉịijíjj́ĵķ 

łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 
ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst

LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ
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object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 
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thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the 
ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot 
at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” 
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from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A 
Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground 
near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being closely 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has 
sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desver 
ges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw fla 
shes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large eno  
ugh for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the cent 
er and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer 
Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des 
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet 
from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a 
flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I 
believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had 
no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was 
some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. 
Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a 
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Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Sq 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, taper 
ing down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 
about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer 
Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des-
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet 
from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a 
flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I 
believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had 
no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was 
some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master,  
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida.  
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S.  
Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he  
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object  
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet  
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high 
in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, 
tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near 
it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer 
Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. 
Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Go 
ing to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 
a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only 
ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the 
object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I 
believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had 
no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was 
some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. 
Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 
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rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was 
under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It 
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high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 
a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only 
ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the 
object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, 
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side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 
going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” 
he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned 
in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild 
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VOYAGER 3
Proxima Vara Condensed Medium

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON JULY 20 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, by Clarke
Constellation of Draco
Gravitational Fields
INTERSTELLAR TRIP
Andromeda

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to m

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Nep
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz qu
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Proxima Vara Condensed Medium

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master,  
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida.  
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master  
D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts  
when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he  
saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was  
about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Sc 
out Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investiga 
tion Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange sto 
ry by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes  
of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30- 
year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force  
Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who 
says he was going home with three scouts w   

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to inves 
tigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was 
about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 
like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I 
believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It 
was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber 
ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness 
on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like 
a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When 
I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny 
holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have 
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Proxima Vara Condensed Medium

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJ́ĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą����â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩĭỉịijíjj́ĵķ 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER 3
Proxima Vara Condensed Medium Italic

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON JULY 20 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, by Clarke
Constellation of Draco
Gravitational Field
INTERSTELLAR TRIP
Andromeda

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to m

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Nep
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz qu
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Proxima Vara Condensed Medium Italic

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master,  
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida.  
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master  
D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts  
when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he  
saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was  
about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Sc 
out Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investiga 
tion Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange sto 
ry by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes  
of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30- 
year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force  
Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who sa 
ys he was going home with three scouts whe 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to inves 
tigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was 
about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 
like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I 
believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It 
was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber 
ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness 
on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like 
a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When 
I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny 
holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have 
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Proxima Vara Condensed Medium Italic

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ 
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ 

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ 
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą������������ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩ ĭỉịijíj́jĵ� 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER3
Proxima Vara Condensed Semibold

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON – JULY 1969
Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey
Constellation of Aries
Gravitational Field
INTERSTELLAR TRIP
Andromeda

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mar
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to m

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGE
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. N
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz q
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Proxima Vara Condensed Semibold

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Mas 
ter, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to  
Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout  
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three  
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investiga 
te, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. 
It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in dia 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Inves 
tigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a stran 
ge story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who 
says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30 
year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force  
Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who s 
ays he was going home with three scouts w 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent 
the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Go 
ing to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 
about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going 
down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. 
It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made 
a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly 
towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms 
had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the 
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Proxima Vara Condensed Semibold

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJ́ĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą����â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩĭỉịijíj́jĵķ 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER3
Proxima Vara Condensed Semibold Italic

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON – JULY 1969
Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey
Constellation of Aries
Gravitational Field
INTERSTELLAR TRIP
Andromeda

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mar
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to m

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGE
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. N
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz q
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Mas 
ter, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to  
Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout  
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three  
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investiga 
te, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. 
It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in dia 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Inves 
tigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a stran 
ge story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who 
says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 3 
0-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Fo 
rce Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Flo 
rida. There it has been told a strange story  
by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, 
who says he was going home with three sco 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent 
the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Go 
ing to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it 
for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 
going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. 
It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made 
a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly 
towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms 
had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the 
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COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ 
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ 

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ 
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą������������ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩ ĭỉịijíj́jĵ� 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER4
Proxima Vara Condensed Bold

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON, JULY 1969
Kubrick/2001: A Space Odyssey
Constellation of Aries
Gravitational Field
INTERSTELLAR HOP
Andromeda

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to ma
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RAN
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8.
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout 
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad 
to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Sc  
out Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investi 
gation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a stran 
ge story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, wh 
o says he was going home with three scouts when he s 
aw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 3 
0-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air F 
orce Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange st 
ory by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desver 
ges, who says he was going home with thr 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent 
the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three min 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it 
for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 
going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 
a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. 
It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to 
float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on 
Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Des-
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Proxima Vara Condensed Bold

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJ́ĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą����â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩĭỉịijíj́jĵķ 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER4
Proxima Vara Condensed Bold Italic

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON, JULY 1969
Kubrick/2001: A Space Odyssey
Constellation of Aries
Gravitational Field
INTERSTELLAR HOP
Andromeda

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to ma
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RAN
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8.
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buz
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout 
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad 
to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Sc  
out Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investi 
gation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a stran 
ge story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, wh 
o says he was going home with three scouts when he s 
aw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 3 
0-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air F 
orce Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange st 
ory by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desver 
ges, who says he was going home with thr 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent 
the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three min 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Fly-
ing Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight 
men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I 
was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a 
hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad 
to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from 
the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which 
seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that 
the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the 
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Proxima Vara Condensed Bold Italic

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ 
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ 

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ 
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą������������ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩ ĭỉịijíj́jĵ� 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER1
Proxima Vara Condensed Extrabold

APOLLO LANDS ON MOON JULY 1969
Clarke/2001: A Space Odyssey
Cygnus Constellation
Gravitational Pull
RADIATION FIELDS
Cassiopeia

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to m
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping t
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Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Bu
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Proxima Vara Condensed Extrabold

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Ma 
ster, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad 
to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home wi 
th three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight me 
n to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer In 
vestigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a  
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desver 
ges, who says he was going home with three scouts w 
hen he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a  
30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air  
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad t 
o Florida. There it has been told a strange   
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des  
verges, who says he was going home with 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has 
sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has 
been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who 
says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a 
wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight 
men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty 
feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Fly 
ing Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight 
men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I 
was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a 
hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad 
to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home 
with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight 
men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, 
tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten 
feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at 
him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff 
reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground 
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Proxima Vara Condensed Extrabold

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJ́ĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą����â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩĭỉịijíj́jĵķ 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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APOLLO LANDS ON MOON JULY 1969
Clarke/2001: A Space Odyssey
Cygnus Constellation
Gravitational Pull
RADIATION FIELDS
Cassiopeia

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to m
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping t
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Ma 
ster, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad 
to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home wi 
th three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight me 
n to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer In 
vestigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a  
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desver 
ges, who says he was going home with three scouts w 
hen he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a  
30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Ai 
r Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad  
to Florida. There it has been told a strange   
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des  
verges, who says he was going home with 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has 
sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has 
been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who 
says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or 
eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 
thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down 
to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Fly 
ing Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight 
men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I 
was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made 
a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad 
to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home 
with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or 
eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber 
ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only 
ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was 
shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy 
Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched 
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Proxima Vara Condensed Extrabold Italic

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ 
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ 

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ 
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą������������ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩ ĭỉịijíj́jĵ� 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER:
Proxima Vara Condensed Black

APOLLO LANDS ON THE MOON 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey–1968
Draco Constellation
Planetary Orbits
RADIATION FIELD
Cassiopeia

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uran
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed
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Proxima Vara Condensed Black

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout  
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Sq  
uad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex- 
marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wo 
od. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 
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Desverges, who says he was going home with three  
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Goin 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out 
a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Sq 
uad to Florida. There it has been told a st 
range story by ex-marine Scout Master D. 
S. Desverges, who says he was going ho 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has 
sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it 
has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force 
Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the 
ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. 
It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a 
flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” 
A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was 
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Proxima Vara Condensed Black

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJ́ĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ
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ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
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ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER:
Proxima Vara Condensed Black Italic
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2001: A Space Odyssey–1968
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RADIATION FIELD
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Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uran
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed
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Proxima Vara Condensed Black Italic

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout  
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Sq  
uad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex- 
marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wo 
od. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-o 
ld Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Sauc 
er Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been  
told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S.   
Desverges, who says he was going home with three  
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Goin 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out   
a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the  
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Sq  
uad to Florida. There it has been told a s  
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has 
sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it 
has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force 
Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the 
ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the ob 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was go 
ing home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough 
for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like 
a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three 
minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from 
the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no 
sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his 
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Proxima Vara Condensed Extrabold Italic

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS
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LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
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ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
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ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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APOLLO ASTRONAUTS LAND ON THE MOON, JULY 20, 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, Directed by S. Kubrick
Constellations of Draco & Cygnus
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INTERSTELLAR DISTANCES
Epsilon Pegasus

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed B
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface.
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Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force 
Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet 
in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on 
the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent th 
e Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told  
a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was g 
oing home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going  
to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand  
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout 
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Sq 
uad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-m 
arine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wo 
od. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for  

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Inves 
tigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, 
he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made 
a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which 
seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness 
on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like 
a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I 
awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes 
burned in his cap. There was some schorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough 
for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness 
on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from 
the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on 
Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked 
like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. He says that soon after the scout master went into the 
woods something went off. “It looked like a roman candle.” Such reports as these are definitely not in the same category as “mock suns” or other natural phenomena: they are either
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COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴ́ĶŁĹĻĽĿ

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą����â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣíìîïīįĩĭỉịijíjj́ĵķ 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíjĴ́ķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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APOLLO ASTRONAUTS LAND ON THE MOON, JULY 20, 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, Directed by S. Kubrick
Constellations of Draco & Cygnus
Planetary Geography Atlas
INTERSTELLAR DISTANCES
Epsilon Pegasus

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed B
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force 
Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-
marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet 
in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on 
the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from 
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in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter 
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od. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
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he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made 
a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which 
seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy 
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burned in his cap. There was some schorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked 
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COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ 
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LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą������������ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩ ĭỉịijíjj́ĵ� 
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ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst

LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
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ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE
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ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER 23456
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Extralight

APOLLO ASTRONAUTS LAND ON THE MOON, JULY 20, 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, Directed by S. Kubrick
Constellations of Draco & Cygnus
Planetary Geography Atlas
INTERSTELLAR DISTANCES
Epsilon Pegasus

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed B
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface.

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 LUNA 1965 GEMINI 1966 SU
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto 10. Rupert 11. X
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping
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Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Extralight

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force 
Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts 
when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 
thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent th 
e Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told  
a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was g 
oing home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going  
to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand  
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout 
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Inves 
tigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, 
he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on 
the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It 
made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him 
which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness 
on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like 
a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When 
I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny 
holes burned in his cap. There was some schorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges 
said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports 
that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he 
is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. He says that soon after the 
scout master went into the woods something went off. “It looked like a roman candle.” Such reports as these are definitely not in the same category as “mock suns” or other 
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Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Extralight

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴ́ĶŁĹĻĽĿ

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą����â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣíìîïīįĩĭỉịijíjj́ĵķ 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíjĴ́ķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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DASHES, DELIMITERS,  CONJOINERS, AND PUNCTUATION (STANDARD AND CASE SENSITIVE) ,  AND MISCELLANEOUS
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VOYAGER 23456
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Extralight Italic

APOLLO ASTRONAUTS LAND ON THE MOON, JULY 20, 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, Directed by S. Kubrick
Constellations of Draco & Cygnus
Planetary Geography Atlas
INTERSTELLAR DISTANCES
Epsilon Pegasus

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed B
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface.

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 LUNA 1965 GEMINI 1966
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto 10. Rupert 11. X
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping
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Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Extralight Italic

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force 
Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts 
when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 
thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent th 
e Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told  
a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was g 
oing home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going  
to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand  
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout   
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large en 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer In 
vestigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des-
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet 
from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a 
flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about 
ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness 
on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound 
like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. 

“When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and 
tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some schorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges 
said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports 
that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he 
is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. He says that soon after the 
scout master went into the woods something went off. “It looked like a roman candle.” Such reports as these are definitely not in the same category as “mock suns” or other 
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Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Extralight Italic

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ 
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ 

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ 
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą������������ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩ ĭỉịijíjj́ĵ� 

łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 
ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst

LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíjĴ́ķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL

112345678900 112345678900 112345678900 112345678900
1/2 1/3 2/3 1/4 3/4 1/8 3/8 5/8 7/8 1234567890/1234567890 (-.,$¢1234567890)(-.,$¢1234567890)
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DASHES, DELIMITERS,  CONJOINERS, AND PUNCTUATION (STANDARD AND CASE SENSITIVE) ,  AND MISCELLANEOUS
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VOYAGER 12345
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Light

APOLLO ASTRONAUTS LAND ON THE MOON, JULY 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, Directed by Kubrick
Constellations of Aries & Draco
Planetary Telemetry Data
INTERSTELLAR DISTANCES
Gamma Cygnus

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexe
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surfac

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 LUNA 1965 GEMINI 19
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto 10. Rupert
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jump
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Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Light

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air For 
ce Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story 
by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three sc 
outs when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center 
and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 
a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sen 
t the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has be 
en told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who sa 
ys he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in 
a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or ei 
ght men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout 
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of ligh 
t in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an  object large 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer 
Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. 
Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Go 
ing to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 
a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only 
ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the 
object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a 
three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It 
made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float 
slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges 
arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some schorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story 
by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a 
three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy 
Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came 
from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. He 
says that soon after the scout master went into the woods something went off. “It looked like a roman candle.” Such reports as these are definitely not in the same category 
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Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Light

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴ́ĶŁĹĻĽĿ

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą����â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣíìîïīįĩĭỉịijíjj́ĵķ 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíjĴ́ķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER 12345
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Light Italic

APOLLO ASTRONAUTS LAND ON THE MOON, JULY 1969
2001: A Space Odyssey, Directed by Kubrick
Constellations of Aries & Draco
Planetary Telemetry Data
INTERSTELLAR DISTANCES
Gamma Cygnus

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexe
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surfac

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 LUNA 1965 GEMINI 19
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto 10. Rupert
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jump
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air For 
ce Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story 
by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three sc 
outs when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center 
and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 
a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sen 
t the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has be 
en told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who sa 
ys he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in 
a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or ei 
ght men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout 
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by 
ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of ligh 
t in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer 
Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. 
Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Go 
ing to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 
a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only 
ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the 
object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three 
scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to 
a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. 
It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to 
float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on 
Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some schorched ground near the spot. When Des-

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story 
by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a 
three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy 
Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came 
from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. He 
says that soon after the scout master went into the woods something went off. “It looked like a roman candle.” Such reports as these are definitely not in the same category 
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Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Light Italic

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ 
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ 

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ 
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą������������ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩ ĭỉịijíjj́ĵ� 

łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 
ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst

LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíjĴ́ķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER 2345
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Regular

APOLLO ASTRONAUTS LAND ON THE MOON – 1969
Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey
Constellation of Andromedae
Planetary Gravitational
INTERSTELLAR DISTANCES
Omega Cygnus

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. V
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surf

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 LUNA 1965 GEMI
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto 10. Rup
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil j
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high 
in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, 
tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has  
sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There  
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desve 
rges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flas 
hes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large eno 
ugh for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investi 
gation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who s 
ays he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light 
in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It 
was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber 
ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about 
three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” 
Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight 
men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, 
tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten 
feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at 
him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff 
reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some schorched ground 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, 
tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing 
sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I 
had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground 
near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be 
that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. He says that soon after the scout master went into the woods something went off. “It looked like a roman candle.” Such reports 
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COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴ́ĶŁĹĻĽĿ

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą����â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩĭỉịijíjj́ĵķ 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíjĴ́ķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER 2345
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Regular Italic

APOLLO ASTRONAUTS LAND ON THE MOON – 1969
Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey
Constellation of Andromedae
Planetary Gravitational
INTERSTELLAR DISTANCES
Omega Cygnus

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. V
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surf

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 LUNA 1965 GEMI
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto 10. Ru
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil j
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high 
in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, 
tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has  
sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There  
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desve 
rges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flas 
hes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large eno 
ugh for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old 
Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investi 
gation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who s 
ays he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 
about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going 
down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to 
Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight 
men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, 
tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only 
ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was 
shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy 
Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some schorched 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, 
tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing 
sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I 
had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground 
near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may 
be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. He says that soon after the scout master went into the woods something went off. “It looked like a roman candle.” Such 
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COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ 
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ 

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ 
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą������������ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩ ĭỉịijíjj́ĵ� 

łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 
ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst

LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíjĴ́ķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER 1234
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Medium

APOLLO ASTRONAUTS LAND ON THE MOON – 1969
Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey
Constellation of Andromedae
Planetary Gravitationa
INTERSTELLAR DISTANCE
Omega Cygnus

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface.
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the su

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 LUNA 1965 GE
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto 10. Ru
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched Ne
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the  
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a st 
range story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going ho 
me with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investig 
ate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was abo 
ut ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like 
a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, h 
as sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. The 
re it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desve 
rges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw  
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object lar 
ge enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old S 
cout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Invest 
igation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a stran 
ge story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, w 
ho says he was going home with three scouts when he 
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, h 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it 
for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 
going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad 
to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home 
with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six 
or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. 
It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a 
flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” 
A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a 
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investi-
gate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a 
half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. 
It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When 
I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There 
was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being closely 
studied by experts. It may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. He says that soon after the scout master went into the woods something went off. “It looked 
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Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Medium

COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴ́ĶŁĹĻĽĿ

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą����â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩĭỉịijíjj́ĵķ 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíjĴ́ķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER 1234
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Medium Italic

APOLLO ASTRONAUTS LAND ON THE MOON – 1969
Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey
Constellation of Andromedae
Planetary Gravitationa
INTERSTELLAR DISTANCE
Omega Cygnus

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface.
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the su

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 LUNA 1965 GE
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto 10. R
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched Ne
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the  
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a st 
range story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going ho 
me with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investig 
ate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was abo 
ut ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like 
a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, h 
as sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. The 
re it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desve 
rges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw  
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object lar 
ge enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old  
Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Inve 
stigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a str 
ange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying 
Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout 
Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand 
in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half 
rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it 
for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 
going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going 
home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough 
for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like 
a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three 
minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from 
the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no 
sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told 
a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 
like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the 
ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. 

“When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his 
cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is 
being closely studied by experts. It may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. He says that soon after the scout master went into the woods something went 
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COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ 
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ 

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ 
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą������������ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩ ĭỉịijíjj́ĵ� 

łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 
ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst

LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíjĴ́ķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER 567
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Semibold

APOLLO ASTRONAUTS LAND ON THE MOON: 1969
Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey
Constellation of Andromeda
Planetary Geographic
INTERSTELLAR DISTANCE
Omega Cygnus

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surfac
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the s

1957 SPUTNIK 1958 EXPLORER 1961 VOSTOK 1962 MERCURY 1964 RANGER 1965 LUNA 1965
1. Mercury 2. Venus 3. Earth 4. Mars 5. Jupiter 6. Saturn 7. Uranus 8. Neptune 9. Pluto 1
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly watched
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told 
a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going 
to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. 
It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master,  
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida.  
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S.  
Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he  
saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an obje 
ct large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old  
Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Inv  
estigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a  
strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverg 
es, who says he was going home with three scouts w 
when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to inve 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Fly 
ing Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine 
Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight 
men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I 
was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a 
hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 
about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges 
said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he 
added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told 
a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten 
feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly 
towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny 
holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The 
scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. He says that soon after the scout master went into 
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COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJĴ́ĶŁĹĻĽĿ

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą����â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩĭỉịijíjj́ĵķ 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíjĴ́ķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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VOYAGER 567
Proxima Vara Extra Condensed Semibold Italic
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the 
Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told 
a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going 
to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. 
It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
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Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight 
men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I 
was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a 
hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation 
Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was 
going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large 
enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 
about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges 
said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he 
added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told 
a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and 
shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten 
feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float 
slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed 
and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild 
man. The scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. He says that soon after the scout master 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent 
the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot 
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marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the 
ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the ob 
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tion Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says 
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object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet 
in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was 
under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire 
going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his 
face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and about thirty feet in 
diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. 
It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which 
seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges 
arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said 
to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be that boy scout Rowan has given a clue. He says 
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the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been 
told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he 
was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. 
Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men 
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side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the 
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It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which 
seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges 
arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has 
sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it 
has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, 
who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of 
light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for 
six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering 
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enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in the center and 
about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It 
was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Des 
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about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the 
side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made 
a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which 
seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy 
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about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object 
a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff 
reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was some scorched ground near the spot. When 
Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s story is being closely studied by experts. It may be 
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ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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APOLLO ASTRONAUTS LAND ON MOON ’69
2001: A Space Odyssey, by Kubrick
Constellation of Hydrus
Planetary Rotation
INTERSTELLAR TRIPS
Beta Cygnus

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mar
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has 
sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des 
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object 
large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet 
high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a 
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Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation S 
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marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was goi 
ng home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in 
a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enou 
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g Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Sc 
out Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was g 
oing home with three scouts when he saw flas 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, taper 
ing down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 
about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer 
Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des 
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet 
from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a 
flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe 
I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Des 
verges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had 
no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was 
some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s 
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COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ
ÆǼḂÇĆČĈĊĎĐḊÉÈÊËĒĔĘĚẸẺẼẾỆỀỂỄḞĞĢĜĠǦĞĢĜĠĜĤĦḢÍÌÎÏĪĮĨĬỈỊĲÍJ́ĴĶŁĹĻĽĿ

ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą����â�����ä�ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìîïīįĩĭỉịijíj́jĵķ 
łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŉŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 

ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º abdehⁱlmnorst
LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ 

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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APOLLO ASTRONAUTS LAND ON MOON ’69
2001: A Space Odyssey, by Kubrick
Constellation of Hydrus
Planetary Rotation
INTERSTELLAR TRIPS
Beta Cygnus

Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the
Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mar
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Vexed Buzz quietly watched Neil jumping to mark the surface. Vexed Buzz quietly
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, 
has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. 
There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. 
Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when 
he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an 
object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten 
feet high in the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout  
Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation S 
quad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex- 
marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was goi 
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a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enou 
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a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air 
Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange 
story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with 
three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw 

“an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, taper 
ing down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for 
about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer 
Investigation Squad to Florida. There it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Des 
verges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw flashes of light in a wood. Going to 
investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three 
foot thickness on the side. I believe I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet 
from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Desverges said that from the object a 
flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had 

a ball of fire said to have knocked out a 30-year-old Scout Master, has sent the Air Force Flying Saucer Investigation Squad to Florida. There 
it has been told a strange story by ex-marine Scout Master D.S. Desverges, who says he was going home with three scouts when he saw 
flashes of light in a wood. Going to investigate, he saw “an object large enough for six or eight men to stand in. It was about ten feet high in 
the center and about thirty feet in diameter and shaped like a half rubber ball, tapering down to a three foot thickness on the side. I believe 
I was under and near it for about three minutes. It was only ten feet from the ground. It made a hissing sound like a tire going down.” Des 
verges said that from the object a flare was shot at him which seemed to float slowly towards his face. “When I awoke” he added, “I had 
no sense of feeling.” A Deputy Sheriff reports that the hairs on Desverges arms had been singed and tiny holes burned in his cap. There was 
some scorched ground near the spot. When Desverges came from the woods he is said to have looked like a wild man. The scout master’s 
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COMPLETE CHARACTER SET

LATIN CAPITALS

ABCDEFGGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ÁÀÂÄÃÅĀĂĄẠẢẤẬẦẨẪẮẰẲẴẶǺ 
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ÑŃŅŇŊƝÓÒÔÕØŌŐŎǾỌỎỐỘỒỔỖỚỜỞỠỢǪŒṖŔŖŘŠŚŞȘŜṠẞŢŤŦṪ 
ÚÙÛÜŪŮŰŲŬŨỤỦỨỪỬỮỰŴẂẀẄÝŸŶỲȲỶỸỴŽŹŻÐÞ

LATIN LOWERCASE

aabcdefghiıjkllmnopqrsſtuvwxyyz áàâäãåāăąạảấậầẩẫắằẳẵặǻæǽ 
áàâäãåāăą������������ǻæǽḃçćčĉċďđḋéèêëēĕęěẹẻẽếệềểễḟğģĝġǧħĥḣí ìî ï īįĩ ĭỉịijíj́jĵ� 

łĺļľŀłĺļľŀñńņňŋɲóòôöõøōőŏǿọỏốộồổỗớờởỡợǫœṗŕŗřšśşșŝṡßţťŧṫúùûüūůűųŭũụủứừửữự 
ŵẃẁẅýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ fb ff fh fi fj fk fl ffi ffj ffl ªª º ªbdehⁱlmnorst

LATIN SMALL CAPS

abcdefgGhijklmnopqrstuvwxyz áàâäãåāăąẠẢẤậầẩẫẮẰẲẴẶǺæǼḂçćčĈ
ďđḊéèêëĒĕĘĚẸẺẼẾệềểễḞğģĜĠǦğģĜĠ�ĦḢíìîïīįĩĭỈỊijíj́ĴķłĺļľŀñńņňŋƝ

óòôöõøōőŏǿỌỎỐộồổỗỚỜỞỠỢǪœṖŕŗřšśşșŜṠẞţťŧṪúùûüūůűųŬũỤỦỨỪỬỮỰ
ŵẂẀẄýÿŷỳȳỷỹỵžźżðþ

CYRILLIC CAPITALS

АБВГДЕЁЖЗИЙКЛМНОПРСТУФХЧЦШЩЪЫЬЭЮЯ ДЛФ 
ЃҐЀҊЍЌЎЏЉЊЅЄІЇЈЋЂѢѲѴҒҔҖҘҚҜҞҠҢҤҦԤҨҪҬҮҰҲҴҶҸҺԦҼҾӀӁӃӅӇӉӋӍ 

ӐӒӔӖӘӚӜӞӠӢӤӦӨӪӬӮӰӲӴӶӸӺӼӾԐԒԜҌҎ 
Ԯ

CYRILLIC LOWERCASE

аабвгдеёжзийклмнопрстуфхчцшщъыьэюя вгджзийѝклптцшщю  б    
ѓґҋѝќўџљњѕєіїјћђѣѳѵғҕҗҙқҝҟҡңҥҧԥҩҫҭүұҳҵҷҹһԧҽҿӏӂӄӆӈӊӌӎ  

ӑӑӓӓӕӕӗәӛӝӟӡӣӥӧөӫӭӯӱӳӵӷӹӻӽӿԑԓԝҍҏ 
ԯ

GREEK CAPITALS

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩ ΆΈΉΊΪΌΎΫΏ
GREEK LOWERCASE

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω άέήίόύώϊϋΐΰϗ· 
FIGURES, FRACTIONS, SUPERSCRIPT AND SCIENTIFIC INFERIOR FIGURES, CURRENCY, AND MATHEMATICAL
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